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This Cookie Policy applies to the websites accessible under “siemens.com” (the “website”). 

 

Cookies 

This website uses cookies. Cookies are small files containing certain information that are stored on 

your device. Cookies are served either by Siemens AG (“Siemens”) – so-called “first party cookies” – 

or by third parties providing services to Siemens; such cookies are referred to as “third party cookies”. 

Cookies are necessary to provide certain functionalities on a website, e.g. to maintain a language 

choice made by a user. Moreover, cookies enable the respective issuer (Siemens or a third party) to 

recognize that the website was previously called up by a certain end device, allowing the identification 

of returning visitors (or rather their end devices) and gathering information about their usage of the 

website and their presumed interests. 

This information is used to improve the website and to deliver relevant advertisement for Siemens 

products and services on the website as well as on third party sites. 

Cookies can be assigned to four categories, depending on their function and intended purpose: strictly 

necessary cookies, performance cookies, functionality cookies, and marketing cookies. 

 

Strictly Necessary Cookies 

These cookies are essential in order to enable you to move around the website and use its features, 

such as setting your privacy preferences, logging in or filling in forms. Without these cookies, services 

requested through usage of our website cannot be properly provided. 

Strictly necessary cookies do not require consent from the user under applicable law. You may 

configure your web browser to block strictly necessary cookies, but you might then not be able to use 

the website’s functionalities as intended. 

To the extent that information processed in connection with strictly necessary cookies should qualify 

as personal data in a given case, the legal ground for that processing is Siemens’ legitimate interest to 

operate the website. 

 

Functionality cookies 

These cookies allow the website to remember choices you make or information you enter (such as 

your username, language or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features. 

They are also used to enable requested functions such as playing videos. 

To the extent that information processed in connection with functionality cookies should, in a given 

case, qualify as personal data, the legal ground for that processing is the user’s consent. 

Used cookies 

 

JSESSIONID (eg.: D964D26746C3336BC1FFCBB2C6520B62) for the lifetime of a session. 

UID String and UID Timestamp for CasinoCard-transactions. 

 


